Tonic and phasic differences in peripheral autonomic nervous system (ANS) indicators strongly predict differences in attention and emotion regulation in developmental populations. However, virtually all previous research has been based on individual ANS measures, which poses a variety of conceptual and methodlogical challenges to comparing results across studies. Here we recorded heart rate, electrodermal activity (EDA), pupil size, head movement velocity and peripheral accelerometry concurrently while a cohort of 37 typical 12-month-old infants completed a mixed assessment battery lasting approximately 20 min per participant. We analysed covariation of these autonomic indices in three ways: first, tonic (baseline) arousal; second, co-variation in spontaneous (phasic) changes during testing; third, phasic covariation relative to an external stimulus event. We found that heart rate, head velocity and peripheral accelerometry showed strong positive co-variation across all three analyses. EDA showed no co-variation in tonic activity levels but did show phasic positive co-variation with other measures, that appeared limited to sections of high but not low general arousal. Tonic pupil size showed significant positive covariation, but phasic pupil changes were inconsistent. We conclude that: (i) there is high covariation between autonomic indices in infants, but that EDA may only be sensitive at extreme arousal levels, (ii) that tonic pupil size covaries with other indices, but does not show predicted patterns of phasic change and (iii) that motor activity appears to be a good proxy measure of ANS activity. The strongest patterns of covariation were observed using epoch durations of 40 s per epoch, although significant covariation between indices was also observed using shorter epochs (1 and 5 s).
Introduction
Neural control of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) is thought to originate in the brain stem and hypothalamus. The hypothalamus, just above the brain stem, acts as an integrator for autonomic functions, and receives input from upstream cortical areas such as the insular cortex and limbic systems (Cechetto & Chen, 1990; Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009 ). Regulation of ANS function also involves homeostatic feedback loops involving endocrine as well as neural systems, such as the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (Tsigos & Chrousos, 2002) .
Direct measurement of ANS activity, such as single cell recording from brainstem synapses, is common in animal research (Aston- Usher, Cohen, Servan-Schreiber, Rajkowski, & Aston-Jones, 1999) but is not possible in humans. Almost all research with humans, therefore, has used one of several peripheral indices of ANS activity-such as heart rate, movement For this reason, the relationships between different widely used indices of ANS activity are unlikely to be simple one-to-one correspondences. Previous research has found contradictory results regarding the co-variation across indices of peripheral arousal. In some studies various indicators of arousal fail to show reliable correlations with one another (Lacey, 1967; Loewenfeld, 1993; Sanders, 1983; Taylor & Epstein, 1967) . For example, Loewenfeld noted in adults that correlations between pupillary dilations and other indices of autonomic function (e.g. heart rate, electrodermal activity) are not high (Loewenfeld, 1993) , and other authors reported that heart rate and skin conductance do not co-vary (Taylor & Epstein, 1967) . Others have reported consistent results across measures of peripheral arousal: for example, Kahneman, Tursky, Shapiro, and Crider (1969) observed consistent changes in pupillary diameter, heart rate and skin resistance during information intake and processing in typical undergraduates.
To our knowledge, no previous research has investigated whether the covariation of peripheral ANS indices may be higher in infants and children than in adults. Neural responses are generally thought to become increasingly fractionated and differentiated with increasing age, as cortical specialisation develops (Johnson, 2010) . It is possible that autonomic responses may also become increasingly differentiated with increasing age. Alternatively, given that autonomic responses are controlled mainly from the brainstem, which becomes mature earlier than other areas of the brain (Deoni et al., 2011; Gogtay et al., 2004; Paus et al., 2001) , it is possible that this is not the case.
However, one further potential reason for these inconsistencies in the adult literature is that previous studies fail to account for the temporal dynamics of arousal activity. The papers cited above have generally examined average changes in arousing experimental conditions, controlling for baseline activity levels on a per-individual basis. However, the timing between dimensions of arousal activity may differ in a number of different ways. First, the different dimensions of peripheral arousal may differ in the time-course of their relative onset and fluctuations. For example, EDA increases following an arousing stimulus are slow and are typically detectable on a scale of seconds (e.g. Kylliainen et al., 2012) , whereas changes in motor activity are detectable on a millisecond scale (e.g. Robertson & Johnson, 2009 ).
Relatedly, they may also differ with respect to the tonic and phasic components of their activity. Tonic activation refers to shifts in the overall baseline of activity, whereas phasic activity refers to fluctuations over time, which may occur spontaneously or in response to an event. Evidence from research on EDA indicates that tonic and phasic components of the autonomic response may rely on different neural mechanisms (Hazlett, Dawson, Schell, & Nuechterlein, 2001; Nagai, Critchley, Featherstone, Trimble, & Dolan, 2004) , indicating that these should be studied separately. Additionally, tonic and phasic activity may interact, such that phasic responses may only occur at certain tonic levels of arousal activity. For example, Aston- Jones and Cohen (2005) examined firing rates within individual cells in the brainstem of human primates (thought to be responsible for regulating ANS function) and reported that high and low levels of tonic activity within the brainstem were associated with fewer distinct phasic responses, whereas mid-level tonic activity was associated with larger phasic responses (Usher et al., 1999) . Finally, some signals may be much more sensitive indices of even minor increases in overall arousal, whereas other measures may only show measurable responses after a higher threshold of arousal.
From a conceptual perspective, differences among dimensions of autonomic activity might be useful for characterizing individual differences in autonomic and cardiac control (Berntson, Cacioppo, Quigley, & Fabro, 1994; Cacioppo, Tassinary, Berntson, 2000) . From a methodological perspective, these temporal differences suggest different potential uses, or different recommendations for what measure to use within a particular study. Thus, it is interesting and relevant to look at the co-variation across measures of arousal, considering multiple timescales of average or baseline activity as well as potential task-related changes.
The aim of the present paper, therefore, is to examine covariation in peripheral arousal indices in infants. We will consider the activity of five indices of sympathetic arousal activity: heart rate, electrodermal activity, pupil size, and two measures of motor activity, collected from the head and foot. Our analyses consider multiple timescales of activity as well as potential task-related changes. For each measure, we first give a brief description of the system activation in the brainstem, as well as examples from past work used to validate these measures of arousal from both socialemotional and cognitive domains.
Heart rate (HR)
Neural control over heart rate is complex, involving both neural and endocrine systems (Cacioppo et al., 2000) . Both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems are involved in regulating heart rate (McCabe et al., 2000) . Infant heart beats occur at a timescale of approximately 120 beats per min (i.e., 2 Hz), which is markedly higher that that found in adults. In infants, heart rate changes phasically in response to social and non-social stressors (Morasch & Bell, 2012) and levels can reduce following calming stimuli such as breast feeding or swaddling (Campos, 1989) . Most studies assess changes in heart rate in the timescale of seconds, comparing overall phasic HR changes relative to baseline across stress and non-stress conditions (Alkon et al., 2006) . However, a number of studies have also identified reliable phasic HR changes occurring within seconds. For example, temporary HR increases in response to an oncoming stranger can be observed within a few beats (Waters, Matas, & Sroufe, 1975) , and phasic changes during periods of gaze aversion are observed within a similar timeframe (Field, 1981) . A number of studies have examined individual differences in tonic heart rate. For example, Gower and Crick (2011) found that lower baseline heart rate was associated with increased engagement in classroom aggression in preschool children.
Parasympathetic influences on heart rate are also thought to underlie phasic decelerations of heart rate following attention to a stimulus (Porges, 2007) . Across a number of studies, Richards (2011) have studied phasic heart rate changes relative to individual looks in infants. They have shown, for example, that infants are less distractible during periods of temporarily lowered heart rate (Casey & Richards, 1988; Lansink & Richards, 1997) , and that objects presented during periods of temporarily lower heart rate are remembered better (Richards, 1997) . One further measure of parasympathetic influences on heart rate, which for reasons of space we do not include in the present paper, is respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). This refers to periodic fluctuations timed with respiration cycles, and is thought to be mediated by the parasympathetic system (Alkon et al., 2006; Porges, 2007; Richards, 1985b ).
Electrodermal activity (EDA)
Electrodermal activity is widely used as a peripheral index of arousal in adult research (Cacioppo et al., 2000) . EDA measures activity of sweat glands, under control of the sympathetic nervous system (Shields et al., 1987) . Repeated administration of a stressor leads to phasic increases in EDA levels, a gradual reversal in the usual decline over time in EDA, as well as an increase in the frequency of spontaneous (non-event-locked) phasic changes in EDA (Bohlin, 1976) . Valid phasic event-related changes in EDA are thought to begin a minimum of 1-3 s and a maximum of 8-10 s after an event, and maximum height of the response can occur as late as 15 s following an event, making this measure commonly known as "slow". The magnitude, latency and habituation rate of phasic EDA changes relative to stimulus events has been used to index cognitive or attentional load (Cacioppo et al., 2000) as well as emotional states, including implicit (unaware) responses to emotional stimuli (Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1997) . Abnormal patterns of phasic EDA change (including both hyper-and hypo-aroused subtypes) are associated with heightened anxiety, fearfulness and conduct disorders in typically developing children (El-Sheikh & Erath, 2011) as well as in children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) (Schoen, Miller, Brett-Green, & Hepburn, 2008) and ADHD (O'Connell, Bellgrove, Dockree, & Robertson, 2004) .
It should be noted, however, that relatively little research exists that examined EDA changes in infants. Hellerud and Storm (2002) examined phasic EDA responses to nociceptive (heel prick) and tactile (routine nursery handling) stimulation in newborn infants. They found that preterm infants had significant increases in skin conductance variables during both tactile and nociceptive stimulation, but in term infants, the postneonatal group only showed significant increases to nociceptive stimulation (Ham & Tronick, 2008; Hellerud & Storm, 2002; Hernes et al., 2002 ).
Pupil size (PS)
Neural control over pupil size has been associated with activity in the brainstem (Aston- Jones & Cohen, 2005; Koss, 1986) and involves both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems (Loewenfeld, 1993) . Pupil size is also heavily influenced by factors such as luminance (Hess & Polt, 1960) and also shows regular oscillations ('pupil cycle time') with a periodicity of approximately 800 ms in adults (Miller & Thompson, 1978) . A large body of research exists in the adult field that has used non-luminancemediated changes in pupil size to index interest (Hess & Polt, 1960) as well as cognitive load (Karatekin, 2007) . Pupil size also increases following administration of a stressor (Jones, Loeb, & Cohen, 1977) .
Pupil size has a relatively short temporal profile, increasing within a few seconds and returning to baseline levels relatively rapidly. Thus, pupil size is often used in time-series analyses to look at dynamic patterns of change, such as in children performing cognitive control tasks (Chatham, Frank, & Munakata, 2009 ). For example, Anderson et al. noted differential patterns of change in pupil size during the viewing of social and non-social stimuli in 4-year-old children with ASD, as well as increased tonic pupil size in the same group of children (Anderson & Colombo, 2009; Anderson, Colombo, & Shaddy, 2006) . Jackson and Sirois (2009) noted eventrelated patterns of change in pupil size during the presentation of 'possible' and 'impossible' events in 8-month-old infants.
Motor activity via peripheral accelerometer (PA) and head velocity (HV)
Movement is traditionally included in operational definitions of arousal (Pfaff, 2005) . However, neural control of movement is complex and mediated by multiple pathways. For example, control of head movement originates in the eleventh cranial nerve, which originates in the brainstem (Marieb et al., 2013) , whereas control of peripheral motor activity is more widespread. The use of movement as an index of arousal is motivated by research in adults that studied co-activation of arousal-related electroencephalography (EEG) with peripheral muscle activity. For example, Sforza et al. identified increases in heart rate and high EEG frequencies that occur about 1 s prior to movement episodes in adult patients with idiopathic period leg movements during sleep (Sasai, Matsuura, & Inoue, 2013; Sforza, Jouny, & Ibanez, 2000) . However, muscular activity also triggers a range of homeostatic endocrine responses to increase vascular dilation and heart rate following the onset of movement (Silver & LeSauter, 2008) .
A number of studies have used actigraphy (motion sensors) to study movement patterns in children with ADHD (Imeraj et al., 2012) . A number of abnormalities have been noted, including differences in circadian profiles, that have been interpreted as evidence for hyper-tonic arousal in ADHD (Imeraj et al., 2012) . Head velocity shows similar patterns to indices of peripheral activity in ADHD. For example, Teicher et al. found that children with ADHD move their heads more than typical children, and show more linear and less complex movement patterns (De Crescenzo et al., 2014; Teicher, Ito, Glod, & Barber, 1996) . Lower actigraphic daytime activity has been documented in patients with cognitive impairment and apathy (Kuhlmei, Walther, Becker, Mueller, & Nikolaus, 2013) .
Research has identified cyclical movement patterns in human infants that begin prenatally (Robertson, 1985) and persist until at least 3 months after birth (Robertson, 1993) . These persistent, irregular oscillations in overall body movement occur on a scale of approximately 1 min (Robertson, Bacher, & Huntington, 2001) . Attention-related movement changes have also been noted in infants. These occur within 1-2 s of stimulus-attending ). Looking on a finer time scale, Robertson and Johnson (2009) examined how movement levels change within a look. They found that body movement is rapidly suppressed below baseline at the beginning of looks and tends to increase rapidly above baseline just before the end of looks. Individual differences in event-related movement changes during infancy have been shown to relate to parent-reported attention problems at 8 years (Friedman, Watamura, & Robertson, 2005) .
We collected two dimensions of motor activity. First, we obtained head velocity data using a method that is, to our knowledge, novel-as we describe in detail below. Because of this, we wished additionally to incorporate a second movement-based index, that was recorded in a more traditional way, using a triaxial accelerometer attached to the foot.
The present paper
The aim of the present paper is to examine co-variation in peripheral arousal indices in infants. To assess this we recorded multiple measures concurrently in a cohort of infants aged 10.5-16.5 months while they viewed a mixed battery of videos and cognitive tasks lasting approximately 20 min per infant. Across all the tasks we assessed patterns of co-variation between our different indices.
Our analyses consider multiple timescales of activity as well as potential task-related changes. We first analysed baseline (tonic) activity levels during two 60-s videos presented at the start of the testing session, and examined whether inter-individual differences were stable across different indices. Second, we conducted analyses to examine how spontaneous phasic changes in arousal tended to co-vary across different indices during the testing session. We epoched data into 20-s epochs, converted them (participant by participant) into z-scores, and calculated, individual by individual, how patterns of change covaried between measures. We also performed a decile bin analysis to examine whether relationships were observed across all arousal levels, or only in those subsections of our data where the infant was in a high or low arousal state. Finally, we examined how these relationships differed at different epoch lengths, ranging from 1 to 60 s. Third, we examined eventrelated phasic changes in arousal levels, by examining patterns of co-variation of change relative to the onset of a new stimulus. This analysis provides an estimate of phasic changes relative to experimenter-determined events. Our three analyses therefore examine: (a) baseline activity, (b) covariation of spontaneous phasic changes at different time-scales and (c) phasic changes relative to experimenter-determined events. We predicted that positive correlations would be observed between all indices.
Method

Participants
The analyses presented in this paper are based on data collected from 37 typically developing infants. The average age of participants was 12.5 months (mean age in days: 387, SD: 42, range: 319-501). Heart rate, peripheral accelerometry and EDA data are unavailable for five participants due to equipment error in the timesynching of event codes between the computers used for stimulus presentation and recording of autonomic data. Additionally, EDA data were unavailable for 6 further infants due to equipment error (N = 3) or to high levels of movement during baseline recording (N = 3).
Materials and procedure
The battery lasted approximately 20 min per participant (see Fig. 1 ) and involved static images and infant-appropriate animations and TV clips. It was generally presented unbroken in one block, although if the infant had become distressed a break was taken during testing and the battery re-commenced. Viewing materials consisted of: (i) five television clips taken from infant-and childdirected BBC television programs; (ii) two clips of smiling infants and two clips of crying infants; (iii) five blocks of a sequence learning task; (iv) three blocks of a familiarisation and visual paired comparison task; (v) three blocks of a reversal learning task; (vi) a series of calibration and pupil size checks. Subsequent analyses will examine arousal changes relative to different cognitive tasks. The present analyses focus on the degree to which changes in one arousal index tended to be associated with changes in another, and have therefore been conducted on data pooled across all tasks.
Viewing materials were presented using a Tobii TX300 eyetracker subtending approximately 30 • of visual angle. Infants were seated on their caregiver's lap during recording. Stimulus presentation was performed using Matlab, Psychtoolbox and the Matlab Tobii SDK. Manufacturer's tests and our own suggest that the temporal delays encountered using these presentation techniques are comfortably within acceptable limits 1 (Morgante, Zolfaghari, & Johnson, 2012; Shukla, Wen, White, & Aslin, 2011; Wass, Forssman, & Leppanen, 2014) .
Tonic pupil size was measured during two 20-s segments presented at different times during the testing battery. Pupil size was recorded using the Tobii TX300. During recording segments a series of isoluminant colours was presented on-screen against a grey background that was also matched for luminance. Each sequence lasted 4 s in total, and the colour was changed every 500 ms. Noises from cows and brontosauri were presented consecutively, in order to maintain infant engagement. External lighting was kept exactly constant at 300 lux across all participants.
Electro-cardiogram (ECG), EDA and triaxial accelerometry were all recorded using a BioPac TM (Santa Barbara, CA) recording at 1000 Hz. ECG was recorded using disposable Ag-Cl electrodes placed in a modified lead II position. EDA was recorded using two EDA (Isotonic Gel) snap electrodes placed on the plantar surface of the foot (Ham & Tronick, 2008) . For accelerometry a triaxial accelerometer 5G was used. The accelerometer was attached to the same foot from which EDA data was recorded, and kept in place using a sock placed on the infant's foot.
Head velocity data was derived from eyetracker data using a method that is, to our knowledge, novel. As is common in infant research, the eyetracker we used was 'heads-free' (i.e., it does not require participants to rest their head on a chin-rest during tracking). All 'heads-free' eyetrackers need to track the position of the head in 3-D space (in addition to the pupil and corneal reflection) in order to estimate where a participant is looking (see Fig. 2 ); this information is always automatically stored in every recording session. However, because this information can only be analysed using user-built analyses packages such as Matlab and Python, it has received no attention hitherto.
Data reduction 2.3.1. Head velocity (HV)
As we have previously discussed elsewhere, the quality of raw eyetracking data varies substantially between individuals . One possible source of this might be occasional poor performance of the algorithms used to identify head position, and we were concerned that this might affect our data. A series of raw data samples were therefore plotted (see Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2). A number of different types of artifact were observed in our data, such as brief periods where estimates in one dimension become unreliable, and occasional periods of missing data preceded by egregious artifact. We also noted that estimates of head position reliability are occasionally egregiously inconsistent between the two eyes (see Fig. S2 ).
Our data processing procedure was therefore as follows. (Scripts to perform this procedure are available for download.) 2 First, data samples showing a change in position of more than 0.025 screen units between 120 Hz iterations were excluded as being above the maximum possible threshold at which head movement can take place and therefore likely to be artifactual. This threshold corresponds to 2.5% of the screen, representing approximately 1.25 cm in 2 www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/people/sam.wass/.
our set-up. Second, data were downsampled to 12 Hz by calculating a moving median window. Third, position data were converted to velocity data by taking the first derivative. Fourth, six data streams (three dimensions, two eyes) were collapsed to a single stream. (Samples were only used in which information was available concurrently from the left and right eyes, in order to avoid the type of artifact noted in the legend to Fig. S2 .) These processing steps are illustrated in Fig. S3. 
Heart rate (HR)
Automatic r-peak identification was performed by the Acknowledge commercial software package. Automatic artifact rejection was then performed by excluding those beats showing an interbeat interval of <330 or <750 ms, and by excluding those samples showing a rate of change of inter-beat interval of greater than 80 ms between samples. In Wass et al. (in prep.) we report on a comparison of these cleaning techniques with traditional hand-coding which shows a close comparison between the two approaches.
Peripheral accelerometer (PA)
Our approach was similar to that previously used with developmental populations . First, data were filtered to remove high-frequency noise using a Butterworth filter with a cut-off of 0.5 Hz. Second, three-dimensional movement data were summed to create a one-dimensional estimate of total movement. Third, median windowing was performed differently for different analyses, as described in detail Section 3.
Electrodermal activity (EDA)
Our approach was similar to that previously used with developmental populations (Hernes et al., 2002; Ham & Tronick, 2008) . First, null values were removed from the data using a threshold of 0.1 V. Second, median windowing was performed differently for different analyses, as described in detail in Section 3. Our analyses examine the mean skin conductance level during baseline recording (Analysis 1), and the amplitude of changes in mean skin conductance level following baseline recording (Analyses 2 and 3). They do not include a third component of the EDA response which is often also reported, which is the frequency of spontaneous changes in EDA above a certain, pre-defined threshold (Hernes et al., 2002 ) (see Section 4).
Pupil size (PS)
Our previous published research contains a number of raw data samples of pupil size as measured using the Tobii TX300 eyetracker used in the current analyses, together with a motivation of the steps we used to conduct artifact rejection for this data (Wass & Smith, 2014) . Briefly, a velocity-based thresholding criterion was applied in order to remove artifact in the data. The threshold was set at a change of more than 1 mm between consecutive iterations (data was 120 Hz). Data were then filtered to remove high-frequency noise using a Butterworth filter with a cut-off of 3 Hz. Data from the left and right eyes were then averaged. Median windowing was performed differently for different analyses, as described in Section 3.
Results
We conducted three analyses to examine how peripheral arousal indices co-vary. In Analysis 1 we examined tonic arousal, by assessing whether those infants who score highly on one arousal measure during baseline recording also score highly on other measures. In Analysis 2 we examined spontaneous phasic changes in arousal levels, using data pooled across the entire testing session. Since this analyses is calculated based on z-scores which control for differences in average arousal across the entire testing session, this analysis therefore examines whether phasic changes in arousal covary across different measures, independent of the tonic arousal levels examined in Analysis 1. In Analysis 3 we examined eventrelated phasic changes in arousal levels, by examining changes following the onset of a new stimulus.
Analysis 1: co-variation in baseline arousal across measures
Baseline activity levels for head velocity, heart rate, peripheral accelerometry and EDA were recorded during presentation of two attractive 60-s video clips presented consecutively to all infants at the start of the testing session (a cartoon excerpt from CBeebies and a home video of a baby smiling and laughing (see Supplementary materials)). Hand-coding of attentiveness to the screen suggested that infants were generally engaged and attentive during presentation of these segments.
For pupil size, however, it was necessary to introduce a separate baseline recording, since pupil size is strongly influenced by on-screen luminance levels and it was not possible to control where on-screen the infants looked while viewing the videos. Therefore a separate baseline pupil segment was administered, in which luminance levels were held constant across the whole screen. This segment was administered twice, once early and once late in the testing battery (see Fig. 1 ). In order to obtain the most precise comparison possible, the comparisons of baseline pupil activity with other measures have been calculated relative to the activity of other indices during these separate pupil baseline segments.
Data for head velocity, peripheral accelerometer and EDA were log transformed as raw data were found to be positively skewed. Median averages were then calculated separately for the two videos. Before collapsing to create a single baseline measure, a comparison of the values obtained separately from the two consecutive videos was calculated, to give an estimate of test-retest reliability. Pearson's product-moment correlations showed high test-retest reliability between the two videos used for baseline measurement across all measures: head velocity r(33) = .79, p < .001; heart rate r(28) = .91, p < .001; peripheral accelerometer r(29) = .98, p < .001l; EDA r(22) = .99, p < .001; pupil size r(33) = .88, p < .001. The variable Ns reflect the rates of data drop-out as described above. Fig. 3 shows the bivariate relationships between the baseline arousal measures. 2-Tailed significance values are reported. Significant relationships were observed between the following pairs of variables: HV vs HR: r(27) = .48, p < .01; HV vs PA: r(29) = .54 p < .005; HR vs PA: r(27) = .44 p < .05; HR vs PS: r(26) = .49, p = .01. All other relationships were non-significant. In addition, an identical parallel comparison was conducted to examine how pupil size covaried with other measures during the two baseline videos, when it was not possible to control for on-screen luminance. Pearson's product-moment correlations suggested consistent but weaker and non-significant correlations between pupil size and: HV r = .28, HR r = .16, PA r = .19 and EDA r = .14.
Analysis 2: spontaneous phasic changes
Theoretical and animal research suggests the importance of distinguishing between tonic and phasic components of arousal (Aston- Jones & Cohen, 2005) . In addition to Analysis 1, which examined tonic (baseline) arousal, we wished additionally to examine how our different arousal indices covary across phasic changes. We considered both spontaneous changes as well as changes relative to specific, experimenter-determined events. First, in Analysis 2, we examine spontaneous changes by analysing how shortterm changes in activity relative to baseline tend to covary across our testing session. Second, in Analysis 3, we examine how phasic changes occur relative to specific, experimenter-determined events.
Analysis 2 was conducted on all data collected during the entire 20-min testing session. All data were epoched and converted to z scores, and then the average correlation in z scores across each epoch was calculated pairwise between variables, on a participant-by-participant basis. For any particular pair of variables, consistently high correlations across participants suggest that these two measures tend to co-vary. Since this analysis is calculated based on z-scores which control for differences in average arousal across the entire testing session, it therefore examines whether spontaneous phasic changes in arousal co-vary across different measures, independent of the tonic arousal levels examined in Analysis 1.
Prior to epoching, data on head velocity, EDA and peripheral accelerometry were first log transformed. Second, detrending was performed based on a linear regression fitted to the whole time series. This was conducted since we were concerned at the possibility that some of our data (e.g. EDA) might show incremental increases over the testing session, for artifactual reasons (e.g. the gel on the recording pads warming up). In effect, running this analysis both with and without this additional processing step made little different to the results. Third, data were pooled into epochs. Initially, a 20-s epoch duration was used. This relatively large epoch duration was selected because inspection of the raw data showed that some measures show a high rate of change (e.g. head velocity) whereas others (EDA, heart rate) are slower-changing, and we did not wish these differences to influence our results. However, follow-up analyses additionally examined how our results changed when different epoch lengths were used. Fourth, z scores were calculated. At this stage an attempt was also made to adjust our pupil size data to account for differences in average screen luminance between our different tasks, since we were concerned that this might influence our pupil size data. The average pupil size was calculated separately for each task (calculated as an average z score across all participants). The average z score per task was then subtracted, epoch by epoch and participant by participant, from the raw z-scored pupil data. Fifth, the Spearman rank order correlation across all available epochs was calculated separately for each possible combination of measures. This calculation was performed independently for each participant. Fig. 4 shows the results of the initial analysis, based on 20-s epochs. Each datapoint on this graph represents the average correlation observed across epochs for an individual participant. For example, it can be seen that, in comparing heart rate and head velocity, correlations were consistently positive, suggesting that there is a positive relationship between those two measures. Conversely, consistently negative correlations would suggest a negative relationship between these two measures.
If there were no relationship between measures, the average correlation coefficient observed across all participants would theoretically be zero. However, it is possible that random correlations between the measures may be higher than zero, so we also tested correlations between random re-shuffling of the epochs prior to calculating the correlations described in stage 5. The correlations obtained using this approach were consistently small (range −0.03 to 0.05, mean 0.006), justifying our decision to compare our observed correlations with zero.
One-sample t-tests were therefore conducted, comparing observed correlations with zero. Separate calculations were conducted to assess each possible pairwise combination between variables. The results of these t-tests are shown in Fig. 4 . 2-Tailed probabilities are reported. Significant relationships were observed between the following pairs of variables: HV vs HR t(1,27) = 14.8, p < .001; HV vs PA t(1,28) = 7.8, p < .001; HR vs PA t(1,27) = 8.1, p < .001; HR vs EDA t(1,24) = 2.19, p = .04; HR vs PS t(1,27) = 3.5, p < .001; PA vs PS t(1,29) = 3.3, p = .003. Correlations obtained for other pairs of variables did not differ significantly from zero. The results of this analysis suggest that three variables -head velocity, heart rate and peripheral accelerometry -show strong relationships in the direction predicted. For almost all participants the correlations observed are greater than zero. EDA, in contrast, was found to show generally non-significant patterns of phasic covariation with other measures, with the exception of heart rate (p = .04). Pupil size was found to show significant relationships with head velocity, heart rate and peripheral accelerometry. However, in contrast to our predictions, these relationships were negative.
One limitation of the above analyses is that they only examine rank order correlations obtained across epochs and across all arousal levels. One further possibility that we wished to investigate was the possibility that relationships might be observed between variables at certain levels of arousal but not at others. For example, it might be the case that certain measures track changes more sensitively only after a certain threshold of autonomic activity has been reached. Alternatively, some measures might show a continuous relationship, with measure 1 continually increasing as measure 2 increases. In order to examine this possibility an additional analysis was conducted based on the same epoch-by-epoch data described above. In this analysis, all available epochs for all participants were pooled, and analyses were conducted pairwise, on different combinations of variables. For each pairwise comparison one variable (e.g. heart rate) was treated as the dependent variable and another (e.g. head velocity) as the independent variable. All epochs were rank ordered and sorted into decile bins according to the independent variable. The average value of the dependent variable for all epochs within that bin was plotted, together with the standard deviation.
We examined whether epoch-by-epoch correlations between two measures differed between 'low arousal' and 'high arousal' epochs using two separate regression analysis, for bins 1-5 and bins 6-10. This analysis was then repeated with every possible combination of dependent and independent variable. Fig. 5 shows the results of this analysis. A number of features can be seen. Firstly, head velocity, heart rate and peripheral accelerometry all significantly predict changes at both low and high arousal levels, as shown in Fig. 5, subplots a, b,e,f,i,j. (HV bin predicts HR (R 2 = .035/.179 for low/high bins, both ps < .001) and PA (R 2 = .013/.093, p = .001/<.001). HR bin predicts HV (R 2 = .033/.151, both ps < .001) and PA (R 2 = .026/.098, both ps < .001). PA bin predicts HV (R 2 = .010/.079, p = .005/<.001) and HR (R 2 = .045/.075, both ps < .001)).
In Fig. 4 we reported a significant positive relationship between EDA and heart rate, but not between EDA and head velocity, and EDA and peripheral accelerometry. Fig. 5 suggests that this relation- Fig. 4 . Co-variation of phasic changes in arousal across measures. All data available across the entire 20-min testing session was epoched into 20-s segments (approximately 60 epochs per individual). For each possible pairwise combination of variables, the rank order correlation between those measures was calculated across all epochs available for that participant. Individual dots on the scatterplots show, participant by participant, the rank order correlation observed between that pair of variables. Consistently positive (>0) correlations suggest a positive relationship between variables. In order to assess whether the correlations observed across all individuals differ significantly from zero, a one-sample t-test was calculated. The mean correlations observed ( ) and the significance levels (p) of these tests are shown in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) ship differs between low and high arousal levels (subplots c,g,k). At low levels of arousal (bins 1-5), EDA bin does not predict HV (R 2 = .000, p = .802), HR (R 2 = .001, p = .562) or PA (R 2 = .001, p = .304); but at high arousal levels (bins 6-10), EDA predicts all three (HV: R 2 = .016, p = .001; HR: R 2 = .008, p = .024; PA: R 2 = .020, p < .001). This suggests that EDA is only related to HR and movement measures when arousal levels are high. Fig. 4 shows significant negative relationships between pupil size and head velocity, and pupil size and heart rate. Fig. 5 suggests that at low arousal levels, HV does not predict PS (R 2 = .000, p = .753) and neither does HR (R 2 = .003, p = .134) but when arousal is high, both HV (R 2 = .025, p < .001) and HR (R 2 = .043, p < .001) predict PS (Fig. 5, subplots q and r) . This suggests that the relationship between pupil size and the other arousal measures is found in the high but not in the low arousal sections of the data.
The results presented in Figs. 4 and 5 were calculated using a 20-s epoch duration. Additionally, however, we also wished to examine how the choice of epoch duration may have influenced the results. For example, for combinations of variables that are relatively fastchanging (such as movement and pupil size), we considered it possible that stronger relationships might be observed at shorter epoch durations-since a larger epoch duration might 'wash out' patterns of covariance that are detectable at shorter time-scales. Alternatively, for slow-changing variables (such as EDA) it might be the case that stronger relationships would be observed at longer epoch durations. Fig. 6 presents the results of this analysis. An identical analytical procedure was followed to that used in Fig. 4 , but the epoch duration used was varied from 1 s to 60 s. For each combination of variables, just the mean correlation observed across all participants has been reported. The values shown in Fig. 4 are therefore equivalent to the values shown for the 20-s epoch duration in Fig. 6 .
A number of features can be seen in this analysis. First, we consider the heart rate and movement variables: HR vs HV, HR vs PA and HV vs PA. These three measures show a consistent pattern: relationships are weaker, but still significant, even at a 1-s epoch duration, but grow markedly stronger up to a 20-s epoch duration. Further increasing the epoch size from 20 to 60 s does not increase the size of the relationships observed. Next, we consider how EDA relates to the other indices. Relationships of EDA to pupil size are non-existent at any time scale. For EDA and heart rate/movement, however, consistently weak but positive relationships are observed at shorter time-scales, that grow larger (and approach significance for some measures) at larger time-scales. Finally, we consider how pupil size relates to the heart rate and movement indices. Here, we find that at shorter epoch durations, relationships are weak and non-significant, but that relationships grow more strongly negative at larger epoch durations. 5 . Analysis was conducted on data pooled across the whole testing session, epoched in 20-s segments. Analyses were conducted pairwise, on different combinations of variables. For each pairwise comparison one variable was treated as the dependent variable (drawn on the y-axis) and another as the independent variable (drawn on the x-axis). All epochs were rank ordered and sorted into decile bins according to the independent variable. The median values of the dependent variable obtained within each decile bin have been drawn on the y axis, together with the standard deviation recorded within each decile bin. The results of the split-half linear regression analyses described in the text have been drawn as shaded areas. Red indicates that the regression was significant (p < .05) and grey indicates that it was not significant. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Overall, these results suggest that (a) the relationships shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are not specific to the epoch duration that has been used, but rather are observed relatively consistently across different epoch durations, and (b) that patterns of covariance of change between indices tend to be stronger at longer time-scales.
3.3. Analysis 3: co-variation in event-related arousal changes across measures Next, we examined phasic changes relative to experimenterdetermined, external events. In order to examine this, a segment of our testing battery was excerpted. This segment was the stimulus change at the start of a "visual paired comparison" experiment, which is similar to the dishabituation measure widely used in infant research (e.g. Sokolov, 1963) . Infants were habituated to a picture of a child's face. Once the infant had reached habituation point (as judged using standard infant-controlled habituation criteria (Colombo & Mitchell, 2009 ), the stimulus changed and was replaced by the previously habituated picture together with a novel, previously unseen, picture of another child's face. The moment of stimulus change is marked as time 0 in Fig. 7 . A segment from 8 s prior to the stimulus change to 10 s after the stimulus change was excerpted. 3 blocks were presented per infant, at different stages of the testing protocol, and results were averaged across blocks (see Fig. 1 ).
Head velocity, EDA and peripheral accelerometry were log transformed. All data were epoched into 500 ms epochs and Z scores were calculated. A shorter epoch duration was chosen in this instance as the total amount of data being analysed per trial was relatively small (18 s) and we wished to examine changes on a more fine-grained time-scale. Epoched scores were calculated separately for each participant and one-sample t-tests were conducted, epoch by epoch, to assess whether the average z scores obtained from all participants for that epoch differed significantly from zero. The results of these t-tests are marked, epoch by epoch, as red and black dots along the x-axes in Fig. 7 . A red dot indicates that the average z-score obtained for that measure across all participants differed significantly from zero. Phases that show a sustained (more than two epochs) period of significant difference from zero are marked with shaded pink areas.
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that three measures -heart rate, head velocity, and peripheral accelerometry -show average z scores that are consistently above zero prior to stimulus change (at the end of the habituation phase of the experiment) and consistently below zero after the stimulus change (at the start of the VPC test phase). (Periods showing significant differences from zero have been shaded pink on Fig. 7.) No consistent patterns are seen in either the EDA or the pupil size measure. It can also be seen that head velocity and peripheral accelerometry show more rapid changes relative to stimulus onset. The first epoch, showing activity that is significantly below zero occurs 1.5 s after stimulus change in peripheral accelerometry, 2 s after stimulus change in head velocity, and 4 s after stimulus change in heart rate.
Discussion
We recorded head velocities (HV), heart rate (HR), peripheral accelerometer-derived movement (PA), electrodermal activity (EDA) and pupil size (PS) in typical infants and examined how these measures co-varied in three ways. In Analysis 1 we assessed whether individuals who show high baseline (tonic) values on one index of arousal also tend to show high values on another. Next, we examined patterns of phasic change in two ways-looking at spontaneous and event-locked phasic changes. In Analysis 2 we assessed whether spontaneous, phasic changes in arousal tended to be observed consistently across different indices. We also assessed whether the intra-individual co-variation in spontaneous changes that we found were driven more by the 'high-arousal' or 'lowarousal' sections of our data, and whether relationships were more or less strong at larger time scales. In Analysis 3 we assessed how phasic changes co-varied relative to externally defined attentional events.
Across these three analyses, some consistent patterns emerged. Three measures -head velocity, heart rate and peripheral accelerometry -showed strong and consistent patterns of covariation across all analyses. Analysis 1 (Fig. 3) suggested high (r = .44-.54) co-variation of these measures between different individuals in our baseline sample. Analysis 2 (Fig. 4) suggested that, even when results were converted into z-scores to control for differences in average activity, phasic changes co-vary across epochs for these three measures. Fig. 5 indicated that, for heart rate, these relationships were continuous across the entire sample, and were not limited to high or low arousal states. Fig. 7 suggested that the three measures also co-varied relative to an externally defined attentional event (the presentation of an image of a child's face).
Co-variation between head velocity and peripheral accelerometry is unsurprising given that they respectively measure movement in the head and foot. Nevertheless, this is encouraging given that different recording techniques were used: head velocity was analysed based on data recorded automatically during eye-tracking, whereas peripheral accelerometry was recorded using a triaxial acceleromoter. Fig. 5 shows that this relationship is present at both low and high levels of head velocity. Since the head position data that we used is automatically recorded during all eyetracking, this finding opens up the future potential for analysing head velocity even in experiments in which specialised autonomic recording equipment is not used. One-sample t-tests were conducted, epoch-by-epoch, to assess whether the average z scores obtained for that epoch and for that measure differ significantly from zero. A red dot on the x-axis indicates that, for that epoch, the average z scores obtained across all participants differ significantly from zero (p < .05). A black dot indicates that results obtained for that epoch do not differ significantly from zero. Phases that show a sustained period (more than two consecutive epochs) of significant difference from zero are marked with shaded pink areas. It can be seen that three measures -heart rate, head velocity and peripheral accelerometry -show periods of elevated activity prior to stimulus change and reduced activity post stimulus change. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The associations we found between heart rate and movement are consistent with previous findings that looked at how heart rate and movement change relative to the onset of a new stimulus (Byrne & Smithmartel, 1987) . However, they appear inconsistent with results from Porges et al. who measured covariation in heart rate and motor activity recorded via an actigraph attached to the wrist in 3-6-year-old children and concluded that covariation between these indices is low except during exercise; however, they did find consistent (but non-significant) relationships between activity and heart rate even during baseline periods (r = .20/.18/.13/.18) ; see also Byrne & Miller, 1988; O'Sullivan and Berthier, 2003) . Of note, infants in our case were seated freely on their caregiver's lap during recording, which allowed for a greater range of movement than other experiments in which infants' activity was restricted by placement in a car seat (Colombo et al., 2010) .
Direct and indirect relations between movement and heart rate are plausible given the underlying physiology. The heart is controlled both directly via the ANS and also by a number of homeostatic endocrine feedback mechanisms that control the increase in heart rate required as more blood is needed to take oxygen to the muscles following movement (Silver & LeSauter, 2008) . Of note, it appears from Fig. 7 that movement changes occur slightly before heart rate changes, which is consistent with the possibility of an indirect relation between the two operating via this feedback loop. However, future work will investigate the onset of activation between these measures systematically, using lagged cross-correlation techniques.
Our findings for EDA varied across the different analyses. In Analysis 1 we identified no significant relationships between baseline EDA and our other measures. Reporting on baseline EDA, indexed via mean skin conductance level, in this way does have precedent (Derakshan & Eysenck, 1999; Hernes et al., 2002; Malathi et al., 1998 )-although it is not common, as changes are usually calculated between an event (e.g. a stressor) and baseline. Baseline EDA (indexed as mean conductance level) is known to be influenced by a range of factors, such as the thickness of the corneum and the temperature in the room during recording, and these additional confounding factors may have been the reason for our negative results. We also considered the possibility that, since baseline mea-surements were taken at the start of the testing session, this may have led to inaccurate measurement due to the gel in the electrodes being insufficiently warm. However we also examined the relation between average EDA values and average values on our other indices during the pupil calibration checks, which were presented towards the middle and end of the testing session, and found similarly low levels of agreement, which seemingly precludes this explanation. In addition, it may be because at baseline, arousal was relatively low and thus EDA did not sensitively approximate HR and motor activity. This explanation is consistent with the patterns observed in Analysis 2. In future, it will be interesting to examine a further, commonly studied, component of the EDA response, which is the frequency of spontaneous changes in EDA above a pre-defined threshold (Hernes et al., 2002) . Analysing this alternative measure may show associations between tonic arousal as indexed via EDA and tonic arousal as indexed via other methods-in contrast to the negative results reported here.
In Analysis 2 we identified significant phasic patterns of covariation between EDA and heart rate (cf Taylor & Epstein, 1967) . These were markedly weaker than those shown between heart rate and the movement measures, but were significant, and became more so at longer time-scales (Fig. 6) . At high arousal levels, EDA was related to HR and to both motor activity measures. At lower arousal levels EDA did not sensitively track the changes in HR and movement. This indicates that EDA has a higher threshold of activation than heart rate and motor activity, suggesting that the later measures may be more sensitive along a broader continuum of arousal states.
Finally, in Analysis 3 we found no evidence of event-related changes in EDA relative to the presentation of a new static stimulus (a picture of a child's face). This is in contrast to head velocity, heart rate and peripheral accelerometry, where substantial eventrelated changes were found. This is consistent with the notion that EDA has a slower response profile than heart rate and motor activity-although the eight second window we used was consistent with previous research (Kylliainen et al., 2012) . Alternatively, EDA may not be as responsive as other measures to attentionrelated changes. Heart rate decelerations relative to new stimulus events are thought to be parasympathetically mediated (Richards, 1985a) , whereas EDA is thought to be primarily sympathetically mediated (Shields et al., 1987) . The phasic changes analysed in Fig. 5 likely involved sympathetic activation. Note however that this hypothesis cannot explain the lack of pupillary response to the attentional stimuli, as pupils are innervated by both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves.
In Analysis 1 we found reasonably strong evidence of positive associations between pupil size and other measures (cf Loewenfeld, 1993) . Fig. 3 contains pupil size data collected during a special isoluminant baseline pupil check, to ensure that within-screen variance in pupil size did not influence where infants were looking. We also took care to ensure that the ambient lighting in the room was constant across participants. A significant positive correlation was observed between pupil size and heart rate, and marginally non-significant correlations were observed with head velocity and peripheral accelerometry. These were in the predicted direction.
The only aspect of our findings that was not predicted were the negative relationships identified in analysis 2 between pupil size and head velocity, heart rate and peripheral accelerometry-which is in contrast to the positive relationships that we had predicted. Fig. 6 suggests that these negative relationships are consistently found across multiple time-scales, but that they become stronger at larger time-scales. Fig. 5 suggests that these negative relationships are limited to the 'high arousal' sections of our data. In epochs where head velocity and heart rate were high, pupil size was found to be low. There are a number of possible explanations for this result. One possibility is that pupil size is more sensitive to cognitive load than stress per se. When heart rate activity was high, infants may have reduced focus on the tasks, corresponding with reduced cognitive load. Conversely, when infants were focusing on the tasks, they may have shown both reduced heart rate (via vagal regulation) and increased pupil size via increased cognitive load. However in this case we would have predicted increases in pupil size concurrent with the heart rate and movement decelerations we observed in analysis three-but these were not observed. Further investigations of this hypothesis could compare these relations between pupil size and heart rate attempting to manipulate cognitive load (Jackson & Sirois, 2009 ).
Another possibility is that the negative phasic correlations between pupil size, heart rate and movement may be attributable to artifact in the pupil size recording. This could be systematically related to arousal levels. For example, in epochs showing increased arousal, the infant is more fidgety and therefore their eye is more likely to be oblique to the eyetracker, or their gaze velocity is higher, and the pupil therefore appears smaller due to inaccurate measurement. We attempted a number of artifact rejection procedures to evaluate this possibility, but these had little effect on our results. An alternative possibility is that the observed relationship is attributable to the confounding effects of luminance, which we corrected for only very coarsely. It is possible that brighter stimuli are more arousing, and therefore that sections in which screen luminance was higher were associated with higher arousal on our other measures, and lower pupil size. This explanation appears, however, inconsistent with our finding that observed relationships were stronger at larger time-scales.
In summary, our results suggest that HR and motor activitycollected from either head or foot -approximate one another tonically and phasically, both in spontaneous patterns of phasic change during a 20 min cognitive battery, and in immediate (8 s) phasic response to novel attentional stimuli. This indicates that measures of motor activity can be considered valid indices of arousal at multiple timescales, at least during seated cognitive tasks with infants. In particular the relations with head velocity opens up several possibilities for re-analysis of head-mounted eyetracking data.
The relations between HR/motor activity and EDA vary depending on the analyses performed. There may be different patterns of correlations observed depending on the timescale being examined, and depending on the tonic levels of arousal. In particular, we did not observe short-timescale (within 8 s) phasic EDA responses to non-threatening attentional stimuli. Future research may examine whether this differs depending on the nature of the stimulus. Additionally, baseline measures of EDA were not correlated with HR or motor activity, perhaps owing to reduced sensitivity at low tonic levels observed at the start of the session. However, at higher tonic levels, EDA sensitively tracked HR and motor activity.
Relationships with pupil size were inconsistent across the analyses, perhaps due to difficulties getting a reliable continuous measure of pupil size during our eyetracking battery. We found positive correlations between tonic or baseline measures of pupilometry and heart rate and motor activity, but negative correlations in analyses of phasic changes across the session. One possibility is that pupil size is a more sensitive index of cognitive load than stress per se, leading to reverse correlations at higher levels of stress. Alternatively there may have been artifact at higher levels of arousal leading to inverse relations between these measures. Further research is needed to understand this reversal. However, irrespective of the changing direction of correlations, the strength of the correlations suggests pupil size is a sensitive measure of arousal in infants. Similarly to EDA patterning, pupil size sensitively tracked HR and motor activity only at higher levels of arousal.
Finally, we found that, across all combinations of measures, patterns of covariation of spontaneous (phasic) changes in arousal were found to be stronger at longer time-scales. Three possible explanations present themselves for this finding. First, it may be because all of our measures are inherently noisy, and that larger epoch durations are better able to cancel out this noise through averaging. Second, it may be that, at shorter epoch durations, the correlations observed are weaker because our calculations were zero-lagged, and it may be the case that changes in one measure (such as movement) tend to take place slightly before changes in another measure (such as heart rate). Future work using lagged correlations are necessary in order to examine this possibility. Third, it may be that, as seems intuitively likely, most arousal indices are relatively slow-changing measures, and that higher-order time-scales are an appropriate time-scale on which to examine phasic changes.
In conclusion, the results of these analyses suggest that marked, and consistent, patterns of covariation can be observed across different arousal measures. However, they have also identified a number of issues for further investigation-such as that EDA appears only to be a reliable measure in infants at higher levels of general arousal, and that pupil size appears to show consistent, yet unpredicted, patterns of negative phasic change relative to other indices. Future work should examine these issues further, by using (i) techniques based on cross-correlations to examine whether short-term changes in one measure consistently appear before, or after, changes in another, and (ii) techniques based on Independent Components Analysis to examine higher-order factorial structures in the data, which will give us more information than the bivariate comparisons conducted here.
